
PROVEN AND TESTED EMAIL SWIPES 

FREE EBOOK EMAIL SWIPES (THE IGNORED STEP) 

Subject 1 :

FIRST NAME, Your Heart wants to say something !


Subject 2 :

You Kept Ignoring this STEP Isn't it ?


Subject 3: 

This “I” word Inside is Dangerous FIRST NAME.


Subject 4 : 

Y___t was the Answer FIRST NAME!


EMAIL 1 BODY:


Listen FIRST NAME, I was once trying to make a Cake.


It came out horrible.It was as hard as a Rock.


I did not gave up.I Kept on trying, and the same thing happened again.


Later on, I realised I “Ignored” adding something just for the heck of it.Yeast.


Now Call me Stupid, but hey I am not a Chef.Not even a Cook.Ok, I’ve never cooked any 
thing other than eggs.


Short Story Long, I activated some Instant Yeast and added it.


Guess what ? It was Fluffy, Soft and Spongy.Woohoo I made it !!!


You Know, there is a Step which you completely Ignored in Life.Just Like I ignored Yeast 
in my cake.


All Your Law of Attraction and Manifestation Methods failed miserably 

Because this 1 Ignored step.


Not anymore.


I wrote a Special Report Just so that you can finally figure out this

Dangerously Powerful “I" word, that was stopping you from Manifesting those

Goals you’ve been trying to attain for a Long Long time now.


The Best part.You can have the report as a Gift from me.Its FREE.


===> Click Here and Get Your FREE copy of THE IGNORED STEP Now !!!




Finally…..Find Out what is that missing Yeast in your Life.


Enjoy Reading with a Nice Glass of Fresh Lemon Water or Your Favourite Beverage.


P.S : This Free Copy will be Taken Down in a Bit, so Get it now !


P.S.S : Oh Good Lord Who is Craving Cake now haha


EMAIL 2 BODY:


There is a “Bizarre" Report Floating around the Self Help Space right now.


The name itself is Strange.Its called “The Ignored Step - Law of Attraction and 
Manifestation cannot Work without this one step”


At least 7 of My friends personally DMed me to read it as soon as I can.


I was not quite sure whats all the hype about.But I found the link to

the Report and downloaded it.


After I read the report, I was STUNNED !


“The Ignored Step” had blown my mind.


How Did we Ignored this Step for so long when this was the ANSWER ?




I don’t want to spoil your thunder and ask you to go right away and get this Ebook till the 
time its free.This kind of information easily sells for $37.


==> CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD YOUR FREE COPY NOW <==


Regards


P.S : I already wanna apologise in case the Link doesn’t work or they’ve Shut the site 
down because I am sure they will sell this report for real dollars real soon.


EMAIL 3 BODY:


You Might get a Kick out of this FREE Report !


“But First, Let me tell you a Short 5 sentence story.


Imagine its New Year’s Eve, but You are stuck in Antarctica.


You want to celebrate when the clock changes the day…But the Clock is Missing !


Now You have no clue when its midnight.The place is so deserted that there are no 
firecrackers or anything so that you can figure it out when its time”


Can You feel the Void ? The Emptiness ? The Vacuum ?


Exactly.


What if I tell you there is a Step Missing.Something that You ignored for a Long Long 
Time.


What if I tell you that “This Ignored Step” is exactly the reason why your Manifestation 
Practices failed Miserably….Why the law of attraction didn’t work for you.


My Friend Charlie wrote a Little report for the Love of personal Development.


And He is giving it for free (Worth $37).


It’s called “the Ignored Step “



== > CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD “THE IGNORED STEP” SPECIAL REPORT FOR FREE 
!


Regards




“TAO OF RICH” MAIN VSL PROMOTION EMAIL SWIPES 

Subject 1 :

Manifested 365 Days of Income in 36 Hours !


Subject 2 :

Your Heart (Not Your Mind) will Make You RICH


Subject 3: 

This “P” word Inside is Dangerous FIRST NAME.


Subject 4 : 

This Secret Letter = Filthy Riches


Subject 5 :

Attain A Financial Surprise in 9 Minutes


Subject 6 :


The TAO OF RICH can Make you Rich…VERY VERY Rich !


Subject 7:


What Came First FIRSTNAME…The Heart or the Brain ?




EMAIL 1 BODY:


Hi FIRSTNAME,


There is a Guy named Charlie Gates.


A Rich old man handed him a Secret letter in his worst times.




This Letter is passed down by the World’s Most Wealthy Families to their blood heirs.


Charlie talks about a “P Word” which is a Super Mystical State of Heart.


He talks about how we are fools to be bumping our brains in order to get Rich while the 
Top 1% are using the Power of their Hearts.


To Justify his statement, he questions people on what came first…The Heart or The Mind  
when they were in their mother’s belly.The answer is shocking.


This letter has the secret to Attain Anything Humanly Imaginable.


Charlie Attracted 365 days or 1 Full Years of Income in 36 hours using the principles of 
this letter.


Go here now if you want to learn more about this letter and the “P word’ 

Regards


P.S : Remember one thing.This Super Mystical State of heart is dangerously powerful.Use 
it with caution.


There are cases of people who have attained crazy amounts of monetary wealth using 
this, just to find out they never wanted to become filthy rich.Choose your goals wisely.


EMAIL 2 BODY:


There is a Voice trying to Guide you.




You can call it an Angel, Your Spirit guide or God.


Its Omnipotent and Omnipresent.The Voice is present everywhere.


Which is why its the most trusted source of attaining anything.


Reason : Its knowledge of all that exists in this world.


This voice is Trying to guide you.Its Inside you.


But its not coming from your Mind.Its deeper.


There is an Underground Tao.Which means A Path,A Way, a Road.


Do You have an Urgent Goal to achieve massive Riches ?


And I am not talking about just dollar bills but all sorts of Riches.


Also I am Not talking about doing well off.If you just want to tap into 40-50% of your 
potential, then close this email.This one is way deeper.


I am talking about becoming a Multi Millionaire, or The fastest Swimmer in your City, or 
having The Sexiest Physique in the entire Country.


This is Not for everyone, because people tends to be scared of “Filthy All Round Riches”


If You are happy with an average well off life, then I totally Understand.


If You are not and want to finally enter the Top 1%, then you need to watch this video.


The “Tao of Rich” is what they are calling it.


Go here and watch the video now.


Regards.


EMAIL 3 BODY:


What comes to your mind when I utter the word RICH ?


Do You feel like One ? (You absolutely should to lead a Happy Life)


Do You feel Good yet Uncomfortable ?


Or It sounds like a synonym to FREEDOM ?


People who we call RICH have all the Blessings of Life.


They Are Happy, Healthy and most importantly, EXTREMELY WEALTHY In terms of 
Monetary Holdings.




There is a Road to Riches.A Path.A Way.


There is an Underground Group of People who are secretly walking this Path.


They Call it the TAO OF RICH.


They Enter a Secret Super-mystical State of HEART every morning in order to Pull, all the 
Wealth they want in Life.


It takes them mere 9 Minutes to enter this State.And they are not messing with the Brain 
like a lot of people are busy doing and still struggling.


Maybe You are one of them.


Visit this Link right away to find out more about the TAO OF RICH !


P.S : Life is not about manifesting a few hundred dollars here and there.Its about living in 
Unapologetic Riches.


That is the only way you can help the world.And The “Tao of Rich” is the Answer to attain 
Humongous Wealth.


Click here and learn about this SUPER MYSTICAL STATE OF HEART they call PULLING !


EMAIL 4 BODY:


Hi [FIRSTNAME],


Have Your Heard about it ?

You know what I am talking about right ?


The same thing that everyone is Talking about right now.


Yes, The “Tao of Rich” !


The Rich People have something in common.


They seems to be using something totally different to become wealthy.


They are not constantly using their brains to become World Leaders.I mean common !!!!


A lot of them are not that bright either.We gotta accept that.


They are using the Power of their Heart.


Tell me What came First.The Heart or the Brain ?


Surprisingly, its the HEART.It had its own intelligence when you were in your mother’s 
belly.




And The TAO OF RICH has cracked the code.


I am not talking about manifesting $100 or $1000.I am talking about Big Money here.


Something what we call as “Generational Wealth”


If You want to attain Anything humanly Imaginable, then watch this Video right now.


Click here and find out what the “Tao of Rich” can do for you.


May All Your Desires come true now…


NAME


P.S : This Video will Force you to think about stuff you never knew existed.


This is not some Guru talking about Attaining Riches, but an average guy who found a 
Letter that was handed to him by a very strange, Old, Wealthy man.


Go here now to find out whats inside the letter.



